
 

 

Darlingford Waters Boat Club Clothing Options 

For orders and/or further information contact Janette Deslandes via email jdeslandes-mcgrath@hotmail.com or 

phone 0432 381 144. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FL09 Adults pullover hoodie embroidered on 

LH chest with logo - $36 each including GST. 

TZ612H Brushed fleece zip hoodie 

embroidered on LH chest with logo 

(up to 3XL) = $43 each including GST. 

TZ66UN Brushed fleece zip hoodie juniors/ladies embroidered 

on LH chest with logo = $42 each including GST. 

PS08 Men’s contrast pique polo 

embroidered on LH chest with logo 

= $26 each including GST. 

PS63 Trudy solid colour short sleeve pique polo embroidered 

on LH chest with logo = $29 each including GST. 

PS63 Men’s easy fit true-dry solid colour short 

sleeve polo embroidered on LH chest with logo 

= $29 each including GST 

PS64 Women’s modern-fit true-dry solid 

colour short sleeve polo embroidered on LH 

chest with logo = $28 each including GST 

Individual names = $6 

each including GST. 

Prices are correct at Feb 2018 however, are subject to change at any time. Prices confirmed at time of order. 
All garments come in a variety of colours and sizes.  
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JK23 Men’s core-tex soft shell jacket embroidered 

on LH chest with logo = $88 each including GST. 

JK02 Unisex circuit jacket embroidered on LH 

chest with logo = $61 each including GST. 

JK33 Adults hooded jacket 

embroidered on LH chest with logo 

= $84 each including GST. 

JK33K Kids hooded jacket embroidered on 

LH chest with logo = $76 each including GST 

CJO315 Three-In-One jacket embroidered on 

LH chest with logo = $78 each including GST 

JK33 Adults hooded jacket embroidered on LH 

chest with logo = $84 each including GST 

Also available: 

 Caps  

 Stubby holders 

TS21A stretch racerback singlet embroidered on 

LH chest with logo - $20 each including GST. 
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